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Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani is a Poet from Pakistan born in a small village of Sialkot. He has done his English literature from Punjab University of Pakistan. Mazher Hussain is a unique poet, who dwell deep in the serene sanctuaries of love and spiritualism to paint the erotic pictures of imaginations.
A Body Without Soul

Without you, O beloved
I'm a body without soul
My heart resides in your heart
To meet my soul
I walk back to your house
You are the sky where my spirit lives
The breeze that blows from your castle
Reveals all the secrets of love to me
To breathe the scent of love
My sighs knock at your door
My thoughts seek inspiration
From the holy essence of your wisdom
My soul often sits and communicates
In moon-filled window of your love
The sacred tale of our love shall be remembered
In the holy songs of lovers
When they moan in ecstatic enjoyment.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
A Prayer For Peace

&quote;A Prayer for Peace&quote;

All glory to you, O omnipotent, to you alone, the most high
Give us light, ray of peace and purity from the generous skies and great splendour
We, children of earth are being tossed among the squalls and gales
The wind of pride and jealousy blows us to the rocks of tribulation

O beloved God, protect us, as we find no other shelter for peace
We are sickened by the dangers of wars and terror
The loathsomeness of sadness and despair deprived our souls
We mortal human beings can’t escape from the fears of sins and death

O divine Master, bless us the showers of peace from thy infinite blessings
The heart of mother earth is dried, it quench the thirst from our bloodshed
Innocent souls are burned stupefied, dying with thirst, hunger and pain
Some are weakly whimpered until they left bled to meet the death

O The Mightiest, earthly souls are longing for the splendour to annihilate their insubstantial state
Peace and love are your traits, lit that fire to burn the heart of the universe
Assail these countless groans to skies, and shower the rain of happiness
Shed away this moonless night, and open the bright light to ignite our inner core

O the Compassionate, the most Merciful, You are the Ruler of the judgment day
It’s You that we worship, and to You we appeal for help, show the right way that leads to glory
O the Sacred one, teach us love, compassion and honour
Heal the wounded earth, and bless us that pure soul to heal each other

O the holy One, fulfil our desires to see the peace, love and contentment
Let's eradicate the evil, seeds of greed and lust from the soul of mother earth
This tattered face of humanity wants to see the radiant and sunshine
Lift this darkness of terrorism away, and purify the souls with the nectar of peace
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An Awakened Soul

From the depth of sleep an awakened soul
Follows the steps of moonlight
Uttering the words of love
He enters in the reign of beloved
The secret garden of jasmine
Perfumes the core of his heart
As he walks on the petals
Sweet music softens his soul
Trumpets welcome his presence
Thousands of candles kindle his being
In the realm of light
With fearless steps and unfailing faith
Like a triumphant on the bosom of storm
He enters in the castle of love
Filled with the fruits of passions
He offers his heart
Subduing in heartfelt gratitude
Eyes full of love gaze at the beauty
That he had never seen before
His heart melts like the wax of candle
In the vessel of a divine dream.
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Beloved's Beauty

O beloved,
When I see your rosy cheeks blush
Love fires a flame in my heart
And my heart starts thriving for you
When I unfold your beauty in the dark
Love sparkles my heart with bliss
Our passions disclose the mysteries
Love tangles our hearts in tresses
And we enjoy the moments of ecstasy
O beloved, you are mine and I am yours
Your beauty and my love
Are like a body and soul
Inseparable and divine
Together since the beginning of time.
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Beloved's Face

In my world of phantasm
I saw my beloved's face
A garden full of enchanting flowers
Sunshine in the wintery days
He eyes charms the magic
I dwell in the depth of his drunken haze
Drowned myself in infinity
Whirling and moving my body
I roamed in the circle of ecstasy
Like a spinning wheel
I met myself in insomnia of love
In his aroma, there was an existing soul
I was there since ages
Living as a spirit of love
He taught me the lessons
Of love, tranquility, grace, and patience
I followed him ways of love
And stayed in beloved's spirit.
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Beloved's Love

O, beloved of mine
I understand these dimensions
We stand at the verge
And dwelling deep into this stream
Days and nights filled with love
As we perceive and experience
Together showing the strength of faith
And knowing it's true
A soulful connection from ages
Yet, it's new and full of compassions
None can separate us
From what we have and what we know
Nothing can change our love
As we firmly believe in this union
My words are true as I speak to you
I missed us last night and today again
I hope you also feel the similar pain.
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Bliss Of Love

O beloved, you and I
Together we were born in the valley of passions
Wrapped in the dresses of fragrances
And devoured the food of wisdom
Each path leads us to bliss
Love conquered our souls
Till we became one
We traveled to the isle of serenity
Love ruled us
From unreal to real
From darkness to light
We lived in joy, and return to the joy
Eternity immortalized our love
Our love tale is written in the stars.
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Common Spirit

There is a common spirit in us
That joins our bodies
We merge in this sacred love
And feel the delights
In the sacredness of love bed
And by walking in the streets
We drink all our passions
And are graceful in soul's eyes
We find each other
In the realm of fragrances
We meet in the fields
Our souls rest on the pastures
We feel a river flowing
A moving river of joy
Water flowing through, infinity
Yet, tied ourselves to single tent
Following each other's shadows
We look at sun from the eyes of soul
And feel the warmth of love
The starry nights urge our spirits
To dance naked in the open sky
Wearing the tresses of darkness
We never get sleep in wantonness
We see the signs of faithfulness
We acquire the body comforts
And sweeter union of our souls.
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O beloved, you and I
Born in the valley of passions
Wrapped in the dresses of fragrances
And devoured the food of wisdom
Each path leads us to bliss
Love conquered our souls
Till we became one
We traveled to the isle of serenity
Love leads us
From unreal to real
From darkness to light
We lived in joy, and return to the joy
Eternity immortalized our love
Our love tale is written in the stars.
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Eternal Love

The light of soul gushes the sparks,
Igniting the threshold of inner core
The crackle of lightning, revealing the intensity of emotion
Exuding raw emotion in their passionate eyes.
Emotions wearing the garland of ecstasy
Started to shimmer in the eyes of lovers
It took but a rumble of thunder to pull them closer
Like a blanket of pashmina shawl enveloping them in warmth
Compassionate souls surrender in the arms of love
Inseparable and pure they merge into divine oneness
And in spite of the downpour of silver singing rain
They hear the thud of their heartbeats racing wildly like the jungle beat of tom-tom
Purified in the sacredness of love, they kiss the bosom of divinity
They hear the unheard, and obey the call of love from the marvels of fantasy

They revel in silken splendor, relishing heaven's holy bliss
With hearts entangled, with smiling lips in a murmur
Each vibe of their being beats the drums of divine reunion
Love glorifies their souls, and time writes another tale
A tale of two hearts, reliving the moments by the fireplace
Where crimson embers spark rhapsodically, his beautiful lashes on his cheek
As they submerge into one more sacredness of tidal wave
And sail their boat of divine love to the isle of eternity.
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Everything Will Be Remembered

The hands we held together
The walk, the talk and the vow beneath moonlight
The tales I told you
When you rest your head on my chest
The songs from my ardent heart
I sing with my soothing voice you love
Everything will be remembered someday
When time tells after these broken dreams
Your smile I see when I close my eyes
How it makes me feel like staring at rainbow
Your voice I hear when I listen to my heart
How I cherish it like songs of iridescent birds
In your eyes I see rose blooming bright
All beautiful things that make it right
All will be remembered someday
And when you remember me
Don't forget the love we have had
The tale that is written in the stars.
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Friendliness

In the bounties of boundless mind
Let the seeds of friendliness take birth
In all beings, weak or strong
Let everyone cultivate a boundless good
The fire of goodness so bright and radiant
To enlighten the spirit of entire world
The musk of friendliness perfumes each soul
Humanity needs no identity
Each soul is born for a noble cause
Let none deceive another
Let none by ill will wish harm to another
Let's eradicate the anger and evil from the roots
As we are born to spread the message of love
Let's talk about equality, humility and gratitude
Let the cool breeze of sweet words blow in dark alleys
Where human souls are casting evil spells
Let's cultivate and harvest love only
And keep this world free from ill will or enmity
However innumerable sentient beings are, let's vow to save them
And vow to extinguish the inexhaustible and defilements
One should cherish all living beings
Like a mother who loves and protects her child
May all the beings be happy and at their ease.
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Genuine Joy Is The Fruit Of Love

"Genuine Joy Is The Fruit Of Love"

Love bequests the pure nectar of holy bliss in genuine souls
The joy of virtuous acts fills the hollow organs with the syrups of contentment
Thousands of flowers bloom in the core when beloved smiles
And lovers drink from her eyes the wine that galvanize their souls
They long for that rosy wreath from beloved as a token of love
Treasure each moment and honour each gaze of beloved
Pictures of beloved inscribed on the walls of heart and fibres of their being woven in love
Lovers drink the nectar of ecstasy from the divine fountain
When they kneel to beloved's temple to perceive deep gratification
They dwell in euphoria and dream the seven heavens
Like a child's bliss when he catches a falling star and follows the tales of fairies
Lovers knock the doors of saints for the divine influence
Beloved lean forth to hear the call and bless them with the nectar of compassion
These faithfulness and certainties of love purify the souls with pleasures.

Haraeen Mazher Hussain
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Gratitude

O Master,
I bestowed to your serenity
Since you have sown
The seeds of inspiration
Into my blank consciousness
You guided me to the light
You shed the mist of shadows
And showered the rain of wisdom
You took me from my dreams
And put the knowledge of love in my heart
You nourished every fiber of my being
I learned the art of eloquence
From the jasmine at midnight
I found the real in unreal
I heard the unheard
I have been to the holy lands
I met myself at the edge
And we danced together
In divine harmony
I melted like ice on glaciers
Till I dwell deep into the passion of seas
And I behold this world
In the depth of my eyes
A world that brings forth different dimensions
Every direction leads to You
I inhale and exhale your love
Every breath utters your name only.
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House Of Solace

O beloved,
Your soul is a house of solace
To my vagrant soul
In my solitude, I was deprived
I knocked the doors of love
Hundred times
Till I reached at your door step
My beloved, you welcomed me
The door of your heart was open
We fell in love blindly
That infinite love
Started from eternity and will end in eternity
You strengthen my heart
Now it reposes in your body.
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I Am Slave Of Your Passion

You are a sole king of my heart,
You never allow my mind to get errand
And my soul follows your commandments
Like a slave to your passions
Who yearn to quench his unending thirsts?
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I Sing Your Songs

O, Prince of love
I proudly sing your songs
You tamed me with your affection
You are one, who taught me
How to love unconditionally
Your art is supreme my beloved
Your thoughts are constant
Your image is in carved in my eyes
And I drowned in the depth of your eyes
You tempted me to fall in love with you
And I couldn't resist
Together we touch the amber of ecstasy
We learned to be a thin moon
We enjoyed the blissful wilderness
The comfort in the strength of love
None can match your sophistication
We conversed for hours in love
Remember that my soul mate
We listened to the wind
And danced among the clouds
We exercised our hearts with looks
And then feverish passion overcome
Each organ of our bodies bloomed
Undressed desires tasted the filament
Yet, unfinished and undone
We the fallen comrades of love
I remember that joy in our embers
It lives in our beings forever
We will remember it with each breath
What was so fugitive?
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In The Mirror Of My Heart

In the mirror of my heart
Your image is imprinted
O beloved,
God has created me for you only
And I am yours since ages.
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In The Veil Of Night

You and I, O beloved
Strayed from the eyes of the world
Urged each other's steps
To escape in veil of night
Full of trust and affections
In the garments of wantonness
Bold and firm in our wills
To nurture the world of longings
We lodge in the forests of love
To pluck the flowers of gentleness
And taste the forbidden fruits of desires
We dwell into the ocean of forgetfulness
Where passions speak the language of love.
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Inseparable Spirits

Where shall I go, O BELOVED?
Your spirit follows me everywhere
I may try to fly to farther lands
But I can't escape from your presence
I ascend up to heavens
I found you there
I traveled through the dark nights
Your light guided me there
You shined like a day in darkness
Your art beholds my heart
In my sleep, we are not separate
You, the knight who conquers my dreams
When I awake, I am still with you.
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Kindred Soul Mate

O beloved,
In the world of frantic dreams
I roved in the circles of uncertainty
In the search of
A tenderly kindred soul mate
Then I heard a whisper of your heart
Appeared to cherish my soul
The fairest, softest, liveliest
From the aery heights of ecstasy
Breaking forth like a triumphant
Breathing love gently into my soul
Your tranquil light kindled the way
Smothered joys into my being
Descending like a flood
And my soul trembled with delight
Your murmurs more musical
Soothing the serenity of my heart
With closed eyes I perceive the beauty
Sounds more lulling and peaceful
You beautified the Elysium
And reside in the realm
You give and receive love
In mutual and divine jeopardy
The liquids lapse serene
Transferred from soul to soul
And those chains will soon be broken
When we wake from the illusions.
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Knight Of My Heart

O beloved,
Looking deep into my intoxicated eyes
You wait soulfully and patiently
And accept my passions
With the serenity of love
You are a master of love making
A king of my heart
One day I want to be like you
Full of affection and love.
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Land Of Pharoahs

O majestic land of Pharoahs,
My heart overjoyed to pay a tribute to your glory
You, the mother of history
From your sacred bosom you born
The invincibles, the fearless warriors, who marched across their territories to
conquer the world
The historians, who mortalized the entities
Time has drawn the figures, Moses the prophet, the custodians of pyramids,
Sphinx the strange creatures
Unsung heroes, rebel aliens and wingless sparrows
Those royal camps, rectangular shaped, insidious Pharoahs reigning death
Temples of great prides sing the songs of immortality
The images of eternity imprinted on the walls of time
And stories of ancient lives are treasure stored in the caves of mystery
Three sides by a row of shields
Still surmon the royal entrances of Rameses
The sounds of carried away chariots and the art of blacksmith
Your songs shall remain evergreen
In the hymns of Mariette, in Ozymamdis and Egyptian Iliad
In the lanes of Cairo, sighs and sobs are buried
Yet, fate casts the spells of magic to show the certainties of change
The infant's smile spreads the bounties of love
Our souls reside in the abode of ancient paradise
Every image narrates its own tale, the tales which are written in the stars
O holy land, your divine songs enchant souls, and will be sung forever.
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Language Of Love

When the mesmerizing soul of jasmine
Caresses the light of full moon
At the midnight trances
They communicate in the language of love
Serenity of the night purifies their souls
They escape from the darkness of wicked nights
They shine like a bright day in eloquence
And this communication continues
In divine light they ascend up to heavens
To touch the heights of eternal bliss
They sing the divine hymns in language of love
They learn the art of contentment
Obey to the commandments of love
They dwell therein
Resting in green pastures
To embrace the essence of beauty
Kissing the invigorating joy
Sealing upon the soul of nature
To taste the sweet nectar of eternity.
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Light Of Compassion

The room of love was sacred
The light of my compassion entered
Through the window of yearnings
And pulled the strings of passions
Then whispers all around.
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Habibti, You and I
Fell in the divine arms of love
The eternity behold our souls
As we dwell deep in the eyes of inhalation
And saw how night shines as the day
Together we reside in heavenly abode
Ecstasy led us to the the throne of roses
Wearing the robes of desires
We lodge in the serenity of darkness
Moon light chased our footsteps, thus found us not
We hid in the fragrances of Jasmine
Love guided us, and perfumed our souls
We traveled to the mirage of light
From emptiness to fulfilment.
Love
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Love In Me

When I found love in me
My whole being turned into love
Each fiber enlightens when I chant your name
I am roaming like a drunkard
In the dimensions of your love
After falling in love with you, O beloved
There is no fear or a choke
My heart has become a garden of roses
And you are the hunter of satisfaction.
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Mighty Season Of Love

Beloved Spring,

You 'the mightiest'

Sets out a nameless glory

On the bosom of cosmos

With vintage luscious kiss

On the hopeless

Tattered face of earth

Destroyed and frayed bodies of trees

Longed for your magnificent touch

Waited long for your splendour

To annihilate their transitory state

Icy pale eyes of winter

Whimpered the soul of earth

Encircled by the snow fall passion

Flowers of love yearned to profuse

Freesia and ambrosia

Blossom softly

Opening to the light

Innocence of flowers sings your songs

In you, Nature finds the greatest miracles
Deserts and dunes

Desire to taste

Your pleasant tongue

And rejuvenate their souls

Like a summer rain wet their bosom

With a shower of ecstatic bliss

Heart hovers

On the sanctum of joy

Quivering a blur

Humming of birds

When they open up their wings

To warm their skin

Whirring wings flatter

In the open sky of love

Singing the love songs

Flash ing colours

Stunning vision

Nature taste virgin's freshness

O Queen of greenery

You merge in the lush green meadows

With a solid trust
To fulfil the promises

Roaming in the valley

Of mystic servitude

Cascades the freshness of hearts

Suffused nectar

To ripen the souls

Your murmurs chasing

Eyes of the Sun

Wearing a mask of trivial dreams

Shimmering on the misty hills

Your relentless faith

Soothes the souls

You sow the seeds of love

In the heart of pragmatic earth

Illuminating the moon's light

Blessing strength to the sunlight

That melts the hearts of daydreams

Hundred thousand times more bright

Yet ever-undefined

You bring tranquillity

Rhythm and rhymes
Orgasmic zenith

A drift on the milky breast of oceans

Your songs

On Nature's lips

As you write wondrous tales

In the heart of stars.
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Mirth And Joy

The castle of love rings with the mirth and joy
Unending music and songs
Play with the wantonness of hearts
Rambling desires of passionate souls
Conquer the whole atmosphere of love
Fragrances of passions scattered in each corner
Souls in faintness hold the pillow of desires
Dark obsessions in the candle lights
Burning in tin-flame of divine imagination
Feeling the strength of unity and love
They attain the nectar of compassions.
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O My Lover

I bestow my compassions to you like a Sufi kneels down to God
The sanctuary of your love is as sacred as the heavenly abode
To me, O lover your pure love is as strong as the death
I live in your love like a Sufi resides in God's temple
The flashes of your love are like the flashes of fire
Your spark is like a vehement flame that enlightens the core
Your touch is like the hand of God that heals the scars
You quench my thirst like the rain quenches the thirst of dry bosom of earth
Your love blooms in my heart like the morning rose in the garden of love
O my lover we follow each other like the night follows the day.
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Paragon Of Love

O beloved soul of love
Your love is incomparable
Before I met you
I was a traveler of the dark nights
Lived away from transcendental reality
My soul was thirsty and being incomplete
Then you hold my hand, and I followed your path
I set my heart on you
And adore your beauty and love
With unfailing devotion and faith
I subdued my serenity and senses
I strived for the good of thoughts and feelings
I renounced myself to you to touch the heights
And meditate with single-hearted devotion
My mind in you, myself in you
And you shall be united with me
With desire to dwell in your heart
I surrender myself to you in love
On your temple I kneel down for peace
You, the Paragon of love, the admirer of inner beauty
You rescued my soul, and accepted me as I am
You didn't return hatred for love
Your love, supreme and compassionate
And I'm in love with you, O master of love
I met the pleasure and a heart full of love
The contented heart and firm in faith
With all my heart and mind given to you
You open inmost chamber of my heart
And enlighten the lamp of love.
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Prayer To Lord

With immense gratitude
I bow my head to You
I ask for forgiveness
I kneel down to You
And pray for happiness
Seek the compassion
The unity of humanity
You love Your creation
O, Lord of Love
Bless me,
From your infinite treasures
The light of love and beauty
Grant me the art of contentment
Let me appreciate what I have
And help others in distress
You are Kind, Forgiving, and Generous.
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Sacred Love

O happy times
You shall stay a little longer
I shall remember your magic
You have tied our souls in the bond of love
The tale of our most sacred love
When we met in evening hues
The strings of desires chained us
We are tied with threads of scared emotions
Breathing the same scent from the essence
Each gaze wins the prize of another go
Together we are fairer than the stars
We enlighten the soul of night
With haughty indignation
Swing in the cradle of passions
That twin-flame advocates pleasures
After day's strifes
In this oneness we meet contentment
We live a life in one moment
The moment of divine love
We surrender ourselves to serenity of night
In the engulfing flow of passions
We drown ourselves willingly
To explore the wonders of darkness
We stay in the stripling prime of the night
Till the portals of the dawn
Though, encircle in each other's arms
Dwell in the shrine of love
And we shall stay there forever.
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Season Of Beauty

The season of love has arrived
O soulful beloved of mine
These buds of desires
May turn to a garden of love
The proclamation of heaven
Comes to kiss the souls of lovers
The birds of love will soar
Higher in the ecstatic sky
Come, O beloved let's feel this freedom
The sea becomes full of pearls
Waves sing the songs of divine reunion
Let's cultivate love in the bosom of nature
The sour is turning to sweetness
And the stone has become a ruby
To fascinate our hearts
O beloved, let's feel this holy bliss
Fragrances of love are scattered
In the dark tunnels of this forest
Nature smiles on us and welcomes us
Let's reunite to become wholly soul.
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Separation Is A Sweet Joy

O beloved,
My soul sits in the everlasting prison of your love
You have locked the door and left the key with me
I find you within me, even you are not here
This pain of separation blesses me sweet joys.
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Since I Leaned Your Name

O beloved,
Since I learned your name
I smile all the time
I made that journey
To the oceans of longings
I learned how to strive for love
Your art, maybe flirting
Yet, you taught me how to kiss
How to enlighten the fire in essence
How to be a crescent moon
I learned how to be disgraceful
Yet, I learned how to conquer
I touched the aesthetic heights
And met myself in the ember of ecstasy
I caged myself in the furnace of flames
And felt the joy of being burned in love
I loved the way you tame the souls
Gentle, caring, affectionate and passionate
Your art, maybe flirting
Yet, you took me to the seventh sky
Without promising the eternity
You taught me how to merge in oneness
I followed your ways blindly.
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Songs Of Eternity

I am my beloved's
And he is mine
Come, my beloved
Seal upon my heart
In divine harmony
Let's go forth
And touch the glory
And let's lodge into the villages
Roaming in the plains all night
And go up early to the vineyards
Wearing the garlands of vintage
Let's see whether
The vine has opened the buds
And grapes are ripening
Pomegranates are in full bloom
Whether flowers are taking birth
In the garden of love
There I will give you my love
In the middle
Of the aesthetic fragrances
Which I have laid up for you
Dwelling there
In the sanctuary of perfumes
We shall sing the songs of eternity.
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Soulful Attachment

O beloved,
You are the music in my head
That sets my heart in motion
The calming waves breaking ashore
On my imaginary ocean
The soothing balm to ease my pain
Fragrant lotion to soften my skin,
The voice that awakens me with whispers
You are my silence in a noisy world
The angel that inhabits my heaven
The dream making sleep worthwhile
You make my love worth giving
You are the nectar to quench my thirst
The water to make my body clean
My guide to conquer life's mountains
My vision, my beautiful reality
And my eternal dream.
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The Admirer

I had been to distant lands to find the light
I wandered in the circles of self-consciousness
I ornamented myself to seek other's attentions
I found myself lost and fatigued in this quest
The sanctum of my heart was empty from ages
Then, the guest entered from the marvels of fantasy
Undecorated desires welcomed him in the realm
The rugged and dusty abode of my heart was enlightened
A ray of light gushed into the dark corners of my soul
The first touch, which gaze penetrated deep into my soul
Without knowing who I am and what I desire for
He cherished each particle of my being unconditionally
I found the lost dignity and self-confidence after meeting him
My longings started getting the nectar of compassion
Each stroke was subtle, serene and adorable
The musk of his divine breath perfumed my inner core
He resurrected my soul from the grief of wicked dreams
The admirer took me to the realm of light and beauty
He opened my heart and blessed me with the knowledge of love.
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The Castle Of Love

The castle of love is sacred and divine
Love resides there and fragrant each corner
The musk of divine love attracts souls
And those yearning souls kneel down with offerings
Lovers enter without knocking the door
Each murmur charms their souls deeply
They quench their thirsts from the fountains of love
In the castle of lovers greet the night
With open arms and gratitude
Knowing, it reunites the souls of love.
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The Muse Of Love

O beloved,
I can hear the drums
My heart oozing the joy
The music of love
Born in the depths of stars
I can hear in soul's ear
O beloved, it's the time
Come and surrender in my arms
We are travelers of the sky
Let's behold the profound essence
The rustles of wind can't disturb us
Stars of ecstasy shine on us
Let's dance in this rhythmic flow.
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The Poem Of Love

And you shall return to the beloved
To tell your tales of the day
Though, he has opened his door
You shall enter without a knock
Put your head on his chest
And listen to his whispers
Let your words intermingle with beloved's
To write a poem of divine love.
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The Strength Of Your Love

O, Master of love
The rapture of your fervent love
Caresses the core of my being
You steal the chastity of my soul
And now your love rules my life
The passion craves for passion's sake
How gladly the air stirred
By the compassion of souls
We kindled the full moon's light
Like the rising sun, so impatient
Glow in the realm of fragrances
With full hearts and harmony
Our thoughts heard in eloquence
With our virtuous hopes and desires
We plunge in the depth of seas
We look for the stars in the silvery night
In moist chamber, dewy warmth
We embraced the aroma of night
Grateful to nature and grateful to love
We exchange the ecstatic notes
Words of divine imaginations and pleasures
Breathing grace and joy
Soul communicates to soul
Through you, O Master
I learned the faith in love and wisdom.
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The Trail Of Love

I hold and press your hand in wilderness
While walking on the dark trail
Our gazes and blushes full of pride
Took our hearts to the seventh sky
Rare love sparkles from the marvels
There, the elegance blooms enjoyments
Soul captured by the soul
Love too pure to be refined
Devotion that combines two bodies
In the silent fields of ecstasy
Such love is a monument of peace
Happiness sprouts from each corner
As we follow the pathway of love
In the dense forest of desires
We dwell in a series of emotions
A spree of feelings deep in our hearts
Soft, gentle, subtle caressing of souls
Tender breeze devours passions
And whispers the words of love
The moment chains us together
We adore and please the eloquence of night.
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Tranquility Of Your Love

My love, I didn't have this accumulation before I met you
My sphere was emptiness, singleness and liberation
I was a lonely bird in the sky without a destination and power of flight
Then my senses meet the tranquility of your love
You controlled my flight and taught me how to soar high
I dwelled in the stream of consciousness and find your image
My thoughts are calm, the speech and actions are calm
I merged myself in you to attain the perfect knowledge
You relieved me like a magician makes illusions
I understood the melody of love and perceived the imagery of life.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
Treasure Of My Life

You, O beloved
The treasure of my life
The real love, unique and adorable
You are my beginning and my end
Since my soul met yours
We merged into oneness
I no longer expect anything else
You the manifest, and the mystery
The only light of my dark corners
The fountain of my thirsts
The stars of my ecstasy are slaves to you
You, the moon of my nights
I surrender myself in your slavery
My wills renounce your commandments
Let my body dissolve in you
Till our bodies become spirits.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
O beloved,
We attained the unity by merging in each other
Though, not even a single particle is separate
Our heavens became clearer to us
And our spirits strove to gain the knowledge
Valleys and streams of our hearts are filled
We attain the unity and returned to infinity
Without this unity our streams were dry
The heaven that resides in our souls was cloudy
Spirits were exhausted in bewilderment
By attaining unity we act rightly
We love and keep each other
Like the male keeps the female
Knowing the glorious and ignominious
We returned to the roots and find stillness
Gaining the knowledge of innocence and love
In unity we are calm as the ocean depths
Our acts are random and undefined
Yet, each leads us to the enlightenment
These ways are everlasting
In this spiritual unity of love
We are not endangered by physical death.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
Valley Of Love

And when evening appeared
Searching my footsteps again
On the pavements of loneliness
Twilight told her
Find him not in empty streets
He met peer of his soul
Now he lives in the valley of love.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
Wake Up Beloved

O wake up my beloved
And come away
Hold my hand, my fair one
The winter of separation is past
The rain of grief is over and gone
My beloved, let's greet
The season of bounties and love
The flowers of ecstasy appear
To charm the souls of lovers
Let's smell the beauty and joy
It's the time when birds will come
With the songs of freedom
Let's amuse our souls with the songs of love
The music probing in the spirits
The fig tree has ripened its figs
Let's eat the fruits of strength
And the vine puts forth its blossom
Let's sit in the vineyards
And smell the fragrances they offer
Arise my love
My fair one, come away.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
Without You

And without you, I can't cope with this world
You are strength and belief
Without you everything is barren and deserted
You are the garden of love
My springtime and jasmine of my nights
That profuse the nectar into my being
Without you the world is cruel and dismal
You are the joy of life and the heart full of affection
Without you I can't embrace sleep
You are my slumber, my repose
And the comfort of my eyes
I don't wish anything, but you my love.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
You Purified My Soul

O beloved,
Your love has purified my soul
I am free from ego and burdens
Now I can see the clarity and truth
You are the brightest mirror
I see myself in you
In your love, O beloved
My soul is elevated to the sky
Above the clouds of darkness
Now, I am near your sun
The raindrops of my heart reflect your light
Together they create a rainbow of love
To soothe the serenity of our souls.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani
You Rule My Heart

O beloved,
Your thoughts constantly stay
In the chamber of my mind
You reside in this sanctuary
And rule the reign of my heart.

Mazher Hussain Abdul Ghani